
lawn & garden

WITHIN THE HARDWARE channel, lawn & garden has to be 
the category most aff ected by the weather, with favourable 
gardening conditions often the diff erence between a strong or 
fl at season for the major players. 

Bearing that in mind, NIWA’s immediate Seasonal Climate 
Outlook predicts that temperatures will most likely be near 
average in all regions, while rainfall will most likely be below 
average for the north of both islands and the west of the north 
island. 

Near normal rainfall is equally likely for the East Coast and 
most likely for the west of the South Island.

GARDENA GETS A FACELIFT
Looking back now at the last 12 months, Gardena’s Nick Bright 
is very enthusiastic about the company’s performance in the 
past year with good weather and strong inventory support 
contributing to an excellent performance in this period.

Several recent developments for Gardena see Bright looking 
ahead with excitement starting with a complete upgrade to the 

original Gardena system, the fi rst real change it has seen since 
its establishment in1968.

“Our original Gardena system is getting a facelift and upgrade 
to a more premium product range. Th is range is planned to 
launch in October with a new look and new packaging, all 
communicating the unique selling points to our discerning end 
user customers.

“Our retail partners will get improved sales solutions and the 
consumers will get a superior product with improved design 
and colour coding to make things even easier.”

 Also in full swing is Gardena’s acquisition of Neta micro 
irrigation systems with Nick Bright and Key Account Manager 
Peter Harvey currently busy rolling out the ready retail 
solution for the brand across New Zealand. 

SOCIAL MEDIA PROVES ITS WORTH
Also reporting a solid season last year, Tui Brand Manager 
Gemma Hignett has seen ongoing healthy growth in Tui’s 
edible garden products. Tui has found its Facebook and website 
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to be valuable sources of information on the type of consumers 
taking up the edibles trend with queries on growing fruit and 
vegetables in smaller spaces like apartments and balconies 
increasing. 

As the company’s social media presence has matured, Hignett 
has noticed that while the audience does skew female, its age 
range is incredibly varied.

“When we fi rst started doing social media a few years ago, the 
general consensus was that it was for your early 20s and teenage 
audience. However many brands have proved that is not the 
case and we also have a range of ages on our page. So it’s a place 
for everyone to interact really,” Hignett says.

Tui hopes to add more exposure to its brand through the 
company’s latest TV sponsorship of the Kiwi Living show which 
Hignett hopes will build on the success that the company found 
with Annabel Langbein last year.

“We are currently working with the Kiwi Living show to get 
more consumers aware of gardening and how easy it can be 
to grow your own, so we have focused on simple step by step 

Good day sun shine!
Warm weather, new products 
and improved interaction 
with end users are all creating 
heathy growth for the lawn 
& garden category. Jess 
Brunette reports.
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garden projects in that series,” Hignett says.
(Also see this issue’s Hard News section for more on how the 

lawn & garden category is working with TV.)

REACHING THE NEW GARDENER
A range of suppliers are clearly committed to growing the 
garden category and ensuring that there is a healthy supply of 
new gardeners coming into the market by reaching out and 
educating through a variety of channels.

“We spend a lot of time and money out there making sure 
we are growing the category as a whole,” explains Yates’ Fiona 
Arthur. “So we do a lot online with the Yates garden experts, 
and our sales manager goes out and talks to a lot of groups like 
garden clubs.”

How about millennials? As can be expected, Yates’ Garden 
Experts online help section has been the main port of call for 
youngsters with plenty of enthusiasm but lacking the knowledge 
of previous generations.

“We have segments of key gardeners and millennial gardeners 
are what we define as ‘keen beans’: those that are quite 
passionate about gardening but don’t necessarily know a lot. 
And that’s why it’s great for them to have somewhere to go for 
the information they need,” Arthur says. 

In terms of its business, Yates has seen “strong results” in 
the last 6 months which Arthur attributes, at least partly, to 
extensions of existing ranges and new products like its Zero 
Rapid 1-Hr Weedkiller, which offers the kind of quick solution 
that is sometimes rare in gardening.

“A lot of people we speak to, especially guys, aren’t necessarily 
hard-core gardeners and they are looking for quick solutions 
and don’t want to think about it too much so that 1 hour action 
has really resonated with them,” Arthur says.

FORMULAS FOR THE FUTURE
Despite strong ongoing business and a positive outlook for 
the coming season, Yates’ Fiona Arthur does still have some 
concerns about the wider lawn & garden category.

“Registrations are taking a long time to get through in terms 
of the regulatory environment. Yates is one of New Zealand’s 
Most Trusted Brands and that’s a huge thing to protect – so, 
when we do things, we do them properly. So it takes a lot of 
time and money to get the research done to make sure our 
products are correct and our only concern is that we aren’t 100% 
confident that everyone puts the same time and investment into 
their products,” she says.

Over at AHM, Gardening Products Manager Niko Pierik 
is also heading into the regulatory space. Pierik admits that 
AHM’s garden business has been stable rather than booming in 
recent months but, with a new chemical consultant on board, he 
forecasts a new focus for the company on its gardening products.

“The new consultant will be looking at a number of new 
formulations, looking at existing products, at best practice 
internationally and new products relating to new chemical 
formulations and smarter ways of doing things,” Pierik says.

As for many players in this category, bee-friendly products 

Lawns are easy with Yates
New Yates Easy Patch is an easy 4-in-1 solution with all the 

ingredients needed to repair bare lawn patches. This NZ-

developed, fast germinating lawn seed is a blend of perennial 

and annual ryegrass, combined with professional grade 

controlled released fertiliser for feeding up to 12 weeks. Easy 

Patch contains everything you need all in a 650g moisture-proof 

container which will cover up to 40 patches.

Yates Weed ‘n’ Feed Granular kills weeds and greens lawns 

and is suitable for all common lawn types including Kikuyu, 

Ryegrass, Fescue and Browntop. The dual action formula adds 

essential nitrogen and iron nutrients to promote lush green 

growth while getting rid of weeds such as clover, dandelions, 

thistles, flatweeds and other broadleaf weeds. The granular 

format makes for a controlled application, directly where 

required and is ideal for smaller lawns. Just sprinkle onto moist 

grass, leave it for two days and then water thoroughly. Repeat 

applications at six weekly intervals to maintain a weed-free lawn. 

Available in a 12.5kg bag which will cover 187.5m2.

www.yates.co.nz

Kiwis have voted Yates their 
most trusted brand! 
The team at Yates are immensely proud of being named the 

number 1 trusted Gardening Products brand and the 7th most 

trusted brand overall in 2015. 

The NZ Reader’s Digest Trusted Brands survey reveals brands 

that have built a name and a range of products that Kiwis truly 

believe in. The independent survey asked more than 1,200 New 

Zealanders about their favourite brands. 

In addition, Yates was also voted the number 7 Most Trusted 

brand nationwide.   

The top ten brands were: 

1) Whittaker’s; 2) Dettol; 3) Toyota; 4) Sony; 5) Panadol;  

6) Tip Top Icecream; 7)Yates;  8) Resene; 9) Sleepyhead; 10) Janola.

www.yates.co.nz
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Quick fix for lawn 
bare patches

www.yates.co.nz

Got bare patches in your lawn from killing weeds? Dogs or kids 
running riot?
NEW Yates® Easy Patch™ is a super easy 4-in-1 solution. Contains:
1 -  Fast germinating & hardwearing lawn seed
2 - Controlled release fertiliser
3 -  Wetting agent to hold moisture & help fast germination
4 -  Coconut husk coir for an instant seed bed
Easy to use plastic bottle contains enough for 40 patches.

Lawns are often under-rated!  They’re such a 
great way of showcasing your home – a lush 
green lawn sets off the rest of your garden & 
home beautifully.
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a number of diff erent things within that space,” he says.
With some common garden chemicals, rightly or wrongly, 

receiving increased internet criticism and large US retailers 
such as Lowe’s promising to remove Neonicotinoid pesticides 
from its shelves by the spring of 2019, AHM’s strategy sounds 
like a good one for the future.  

New from Tui
Tui’s new products start with Tui Rose 
& Shrub Mix, a high quality planting 

mix with added seaweed extract for 

improving root growth and overall plant 

health that is also suitable for planting 

fruit trees. 

An addition to the Tui Certifi ed Seed 

Potato range, the Sebago potato variety 

is an all-purpose cooking potato with 

yellow skin and white fl esh described as 

an “early to main cropper” that stores well. 

For the plants you don’t want around, 

Roundup PowerMax concentrate is 

specially formulated to kill blackberry, bamboo, tree stumps and 

many other tough weeds. Roundup PowerMax kills weeds right 

down to the roots and degrades in soil, allowing replanting. 

Available in a 540ml pack.

Handy accessories for the garden include the Tui Garden Trug 

with pink handles and the Tumbleweed Worm Feast, an easy 

to use in-ground composting system which is dug directly into 

the garden soil where composting and earthworms process food 

scraps and naturally fertilise your garden.

www.tuigarden.co.nz

will be a continued focus going forward.
“Bees are being killed by a lot of chemicals so it’s really about 

modernising some of the existing formulations we are bringing 
to market and either smartening them up a bit and getting rid of 
some of the more dangerous actives or bringing in some more 
modern formulations. So our new consultant will be looking at 

Do Kiwis still care about lawns?
When researching for its new Easy Patch product (see separate 

sidebar), Yates carried out a study of 680+ lawn-owning Kiwis to fi nd 

out their attitudes to lawn maintenance and their key concerns. 

“One insight was that there is a lot of ‘lawn apathy’ out there, 

so it’s a really good opportunity to give people solutions that 

make it really easy for them, otherwise a lot of people just won’t 

bother,” explains Yates’ Fiona Arthur. 

The study responses reveal that the number one “pain point” 

in lawn maintenance is weeding. Fixing bare patches took the 

second spot and was rated even more annoying than having to 

mow or fertilise the lawn. Other key annoyance factors were dogs 

(which create the bare patches!) and having to water the lawn.

When asked why they buy lawn weeding and feeding 

products, 60% of the Kiwis surveyed revealed it was for the 

weeding component and 25% said they preferred a granular 

format to a hose-on one.

This ties up with Yates’ Australian colleagues’ experience, where 

a large portion of the dual action lawn market is granular and 

represents a great opportunity for incremental category growth.

www.yates.co.nz
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US based website Garden Media’s garden 

trend report for 2015 highlights some of the 

key US gardening trends:

• Young males spend more on garden 

plants and products than the average 

consumer.

• Garden rebels – Communities are 

creating sustainable agri-hoods in their 

community creating edible gardens, bee 

hives and lawn less landscapes often 

without planning permission. 

• For balconies and apartments, compact 

plants with rich colours and interesting 

textures are the go. 

• Reasons for gardening now include being 

community minded, supporting the 

environment and benefi ting personal 

Weeds out! kills weeds dead
AHM has redeveloped and redesigned its McGregor’s Weed Out Garden Chemical Range. 

Included in the new look is a 200ml and 500ml bottle design that has a child resistant 

cap and a handy 20ml measuring cup. Packaging is clear and engaging and effectively 

communicates key features and what weeds it can target for each product. New additions 

to the new Weed Out Range include an advanced herbicide, targeted herbicide gels and a 

red dye spray.

www.ahm.co.nz

health and wellbeing.

• Anything goes – Purposefully casual and 

un-styled outdoor spaces that work with 

the natural landscape for “an effortless 

shambolic look”.

• Demand for outdoor plants is set to grow 

by 4% along with a move to entertaining 

outside.

• Non homeowners preferring to go 

with highly portable options like wheel 

barrows for their plants and veges.

• The “smokable garden” – Increasing state 

decriminalisation of marijuana should see 

more people growing their own and this 

will require seeds, plants and products 

that garden centres can capitalise on. 

www.gardenmediagroup.com

Grow your own or smoke your own? US 
garden trends 2015
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